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Abstract 
For a given topological space X we consider two topologies on the hyperspace F(X) of all 
closed subsets of X. The Fell topology 5 on F(X) is generated by the family (0°K: V is 
open in X and K & X is compact} as a subbase, where OVK = {F E F(X): F I? V # 8 and 
F n K = 0). The topology fi is always compact, regardless of the space X. The Kuratowski 
topology 7~ is the smallest topology on F(X) which contains both the lower Vietoris topology 
xv, generated by the family {{F E F(X): F \ @ # 0): @ E F(X)} as a subbase, and the upper 
Kuratowski topology TuK, which is the strongest topology on F(X) such that upper Kuratowski- 
Painlevd convergence of an arbitrary net of closed subsets of X to some closed set A implies that 
the same net, considered as a net of points of the topological space (F(X), XK), converges in this 
space to the point A. [Recall that a net (A ) x xEl\ c F(X) upper Kuratowski-PainlevC converges 
to A if n{U{Ap: p 2 X}: X E A} & A.] The inclusion 73 c 7K holds for an arbitrary space 
X, while the equation 5 = TK is equivalent to consonance of X, the notion recently introduced 
by Dolecki, Greco and Lechicki. These three authors showed that complete metric spaces are 
consonant. In our paper we give an example of a metric space with the Baire property which is not 
consonant. We also demonstrate that consonance is a delicate property by providing an example of 
two consonant spaces X and Y such that their disjoint union X $ Y is not consonant. In particular, 
locally consonant spaces need not be consonant. 
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No separation axioms for topological spaces are assumed a priori, so later on we 
will always state them explicitly. Our terminology and notations follow [13], except 
that regular spaces are not assumed to be 5”r. For a topological space X we denote by 
F(X) and K(X) the families of all closed and all closed compact (but not necessarily 
Hausdorff) subsets of X respectively. Note that 8 E F(X) II K(X). 
1. Hyperspace topologies we deal with 
Recall that a partially ordered set (A, <) is directed if for any X, X’ E A there is b E A 
such that X < 1-1 and X’ < p. A subset C C A is called residual in (A, <) if there exists 
A E A such that p E C for all /J > X. A subset R 2 A is called cojnal in (A, <) if for 
every X E A there exists I_L E R such that p 3 X. Clearly every residual subset of (A, <) 
is cofinal, but not vice versa. 
A net on X is an arbitrary family (Ax)xE4 of subsets of X indexed by some directed 
set (A, <). Let X be a topological space and (Ax)xE4 a net of subsets of X. We define 
Li(Ax)xCn to be the set of all points z E X such that for every open neighbourhood 
U of z the set {X E A: Ax n U # 0) is residual in (A, <). We define Ls(Ax)xE4 to 
be the set of all points z E X such that for every open neighbourhood U of z the set 
{X E A: Ax n U # 0) is cofinal in (A, <). Since every residual subset of (A, 6) is 
cofinal, we always have Li(Ax)xEn C Ls(Ax)~,~n. Choquet [6] noticed that the sets 
Li(Ax)xE4 and Ls(Ax)xE4 are always closed in X, no matter whether the elements of 
the net (Ax)xEn are closed or not. In the future we will often omit the subscript X E A 
when no confusion about the choice of the directed set (A, <) is possible. We follow 
the standard terminology and say that a net (Ax)xEn Kuratowski-Painleve’ converges 
to A C X if A = LiAx = LsAx, and that a net (AJ,)~~A upper Kurutowski-Puinleve’ 
converges to A 2 X if LsAJ, C A. 
The operations Li and Ls for sequences of sets were introduced in the end of the last 
century by Painleve, and first appeared in print in articles by his student Zoretti [39,40]. 
Hausdorff [20] was first to consider the equality Li(A,),,w = Ls(A,),~~ for sequences 
of sets, and later Kuratowski studied this equation in his fundamental book [24]. In 1947 
Choquet [6] introduced convergence of filters of sets, and about ten years later Mrowka 
[26] studied an equivalent convergence of nets of sets without being aware of Choquet’s 
work. Shortly thereafter, Kuratowski-Painleve convergence of nets was rediscovered by 
Fro111 [ 171. 
Let 7 be any topology on F(X). We will say that a net (Ax)xEn c F(X) T-converges 
to A E F(X) provided that for every U E 7 with A E U the set {X E A: Ax E U} 
is residual in (A, <). In other words, 7-convergence of the net (Ax)xEn C F(X) to 
A E F(X) means that this net, considered as a net of points in F(X), converges to a 
point A E F(X) in the topological space (F(X), 7). 
It is easy to see that for every space X there exists the strongest opology ‘7& on F(X) 
such that upper Kuratowski-Painleve convergence of an arbitrary net (Ax)xEn c F(X) 
to some A E F(X) implies rU-r,K-convergence of (Ax)xEn to A. This topology is usually 
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called the upper Kurutowski topology on F(X), and is often referred to as a topologization 
of the upper Kuratowski-Painleve convergence in accordance with a general procedure 
of topologizing convergences described in [6]. Similarly, for every space X there exists 
the strongest topology 7, on F(X) such that Kuratowski-Painleve convergence of an 
arbitrary net (A~)A~A C F(X) to some A E F(X) implies ‘G-convergence of (AA)~~,J 
to A. Since 7, is a topologization of the Kuratowski-Painleve convergence, in view 
of the obvious analogy with the upper Kuratowski topology, the topology 7, should 
have been naturally called the Kuratowski topology, but by some historic reasons it is 
usually referred to as the convergence topology on F(X). It was introduced in 1964 by 
Flachsmeyer [ 161, rediscovered one year later by Effros [12], and subsequently studied by 
Christensen, see [7]. The upper Kuratowski topology ‘& on the complete lattice F(X) 
is homeomorphic to the so-called Scott topology defined in [33], see [38] (implicitly also 
in [ 18, Chapter II]). 
For two topologies ‘T and 7’ on a set Z we use ‘T V ‘T’ to denote the meet of 
these topologies in the lattice of all topologies on 2, i.e., the topology generated by sets 
{U n V: U E 7 and V E 7’) as a base. 
For A & X we let A+ = {F E F(X): FnA # 0) and Ah = {F E F(X): FnA = 0). 
The lower Vietoris topology ‘7& is generated by the family {V+: X \ V E F(X)} as a 
subbase, the upper Vietoris topology 7,~ is generated by the family {Fh: F E F(X)} 
as a base, while the co-compact topology 7,, is generated by the family {Kb: K E 
F(X) n K(X)} as a base. The classical Vietoris topology 7~ is the meet 7,~ V ‘& of 
the upper and lower Vietoris topologies [37]. The meet ‘7-_r_r = ~&,V’&I of the co-compact 
topology T,, and the lower Vietoris topology 7iv was introduced in 1961 by Fell [ 141 
for the construction of the regularized dual space of an arbitrary C*-algebra, and now 
is commonly referred to as the Fell topology (see also [15]). This topology has a re- 
markable property: it is always compact, independent of the character of the underlying 
space X [15]. This compactness property makes the Fell topology highly useful in var- 
ious applications, in particular, in the study of lower semicontinuous functions, random 
semicontinuous functions and random capacities by probabilists, who call some natural 
variations of the Fell topology either the sup vague topology or the inf vague topol- 
ogy, depending on the context of applications (see [36,27-291). The Fell topology plays 
an important role in convergence and minimization problems for lower semicontinuous 
functions [4]. 
Finally, the meet ‘7& V ‘& of the upper Kuratowski topology 7%~ and the lower 
Vietoris topology ‘& is called the Kuratowski topology, and will be denoted by TK 
throughout this paper. 
The following diagram summarizes the inclusions between different hyperspace topolo- 
gies introduced above: 
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It is well known that 7~ = 7~ if and only if X is compact, see [ 151. Flachsmeyer 
[ 161 showed that 7, = 7~ for every locally compact space X. Topsae asked when does 
the equation 7, = 7~ hold, and conjectured that the above result of Flachsmeyer could 
be reversed for separable metric spaces (Topsoe’s question was cited in Christensen’s 
book [7]). In 1974 Fremlin disproved Topscbe’s conjecture and answered his question 
completely for metric spaces: 
Theorem 1.1 (Fremlin, 1974). For a metric space X the following conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) T, = 5, 
(ii) X is “locally compact module one point” in the sense that there exists at most 
one point of X which does not have a neighbourhood with the compact closure. 
This result of Fremlin remained unpublished, which partially explains why later 
Topsoe’s conjecture was disproved once again in [34]. Recently Arab and Calbrix showed 
that in in the above theorem metrizability of X can be relaxed to the condition “X is 
(locally) paracompact and first countable” [ 11. 
Dole&i, Greco and Lechicki [8,9] were the first to address the question of when the 
equality 7,, = TUK holds. Spaces satisfying this equation were called in [8] consonant. 
In view of the above diagram, the following question could be considered as a natural 
“heir” of Topsoe’s question: 
Question 1.2. For which spaces X does the equation 7~ = 7~ hold? 
The primary goal of this paper is to study Question 1.2. As will be noticed in Section 
2, spaces satisfying the equation 7-K = 7~ are precisely the consonant spaces of Dolecki, 
Greco and Lechicki. 
For a good survey of known results about the Kuratowski-Painleve convergence and 
the Fell topology, as well as their applications in various areas of mathematics, we refer 
the interested reader to [5]. 
2. Upper Kuratowski families 
In this section we introduce upper Kuratowski families which form a foundation for 
techniques developed in this paper. Although to the best of our knowledge this notion 
has not appeared explicitly in the literature, it is simply a formal dual of the description 
of Scott open subsets in the lattice F(X), see [18]. 
Definition 2.1. A family 3 C F(X) will be called an upper Kuratowski family on X 
(shortly a uKlfamily> if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If F E 3, F’ E F(X) and F’ C F, then F’ E 3, and 
(ii) If & C F(X) and n E E 3, then there exists a finite E’ C E such that n E’ E 3. 
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Our first lemma says that upper Kuratowski families on X are precisely the open 
subsets in the upper Kuratowski topology on F(X), which justifies our terminology. 
Lemma 2.2. Elements of TuK are precisely UK-families on X. In other words, UK- 
families on X coincide with open subsets of (F(X), 7,~). 
Proof. First we show that 3 E 7,~ for every UK-family 3 on X. Consider the topology 
7~ = {3,0, F(X)} on F(X) an d assume that a net (Ax)~~n upper Kuratowski-Painleve 
converges to some A E F(X). To show that the same net ‘T&converges to A we assume 
that A E 3 (the case A E F(X) being trivial). Define & as the set of all F E F(X) such 
that A C F and there exists X E /1 with A, c F for all p 2 X. Since LsAx C A, we 
have nE = A E 3. Since 3 is a UK-family on X, nE’ E 3 for some finite E’ C E. 
Since the set A is directed and E’ is finite, from the definition of E we can find X* E A 
such that A, C n&’ for all p 2 X*. Since 3 is a UK-family, it follows that A, E 3 
for all p > X*. The above argument shows that F E 7~ C T&. 
Suppose now that 3 is not a UK-family on X. We show that 3 $! TUK. If condition (i) 
of Definition 2.1 fails, then we can pick F E 3 and F’ E F(X) with F’ C_ F but F’ 4 3. 
Note that the net (F’) consisting of the single element F’ upper Kuratowski-PainlevC 
converges to F E 3, but F’ $ 3, so if 3 were in TUK, then the above net would not 
T,K-converge to F. Suppose now that the condition (ii) of Definition 2.1 fails, and let 
& C F(X) be a family such that F = n& E 3, but n&’ 4 3 for all finite E’ C E. We 
consider the set 6 of all finite subsets of E ordered by inclusion C_, i.e., for E’, E” E 6 
we let E’ < E” iff E’ C &“. For E’ E G let FE, = n&’ E F(X). Clearly (G, C) is 
a directed set, so (F~,)ET~G is a net. Now observe that from F = n{FEt: E’ f 6) it 
follows that Ls(Fp)pE~ _ C F, i.e., (FE~)E~~G upper Kuratowski-Painlevt converges to 
F E 3. Our assumption about E implies that {FE,: E’ E G} G F(X) \ 3, so 3 cannot 
be an element of 7%~ by the definition of TuK. q 
It should be noted that Dole&i, Greco and Lechicki gave a characterization of elements 
of TUK in terms of what they called compact families, and their characterization is in 
some sense dual to our Lemma 2.2. 
Now let us return back to Definition 2.1 once again. To make this somewhat obscure 
definition look a little bit more natural we note that Kb = (F E F(X): F n K = 0) 
is a UK-family for every K E K(X). To get even bigger source of uK-families one 
should observe that an arbitrary union of UK-families is again a UK-family. In particular, 
for every C s K(X) the family U{Kb: K E C} 1s a UK-family. An obvious question 
of whether those are the only possible UK-families on the space X brings us to the 
following: 
Definition 2.3. (i) A UK-family 3 C F(X) will be called trivial if there exists C 2 
K(X) such that 3 = U{Kb: K E C}. 
(ii) A topological space X will be called upper Kuratowski trivial (or shortly UK- 
trivial) if every UK-family on X is trivial. 
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It is now natural to consider the following general 
Question 2.4. Which topological spaces are UK-trivial? Or the opposite, which topo- 
logical spaces have a nontrivial UK-family? 
Even though Definitions 2.1,2.3 and Question 2.4 seem to have reasonable motivations 
of their own, our primary reason for considering them lies in their high relevance to the 
notion of consonance and Question 1.2, as established in the next two results. 
Lemma 2.5. A space X is UK-trivial if and only if7,, = I& (i.e., if and only if X is 
consonant in the sense of Dolecki, Greco and Lechicki [8,9]). 
Proof. Since Kb is a UK-family for every K E K(X), from Lemma 2.2 one concludes 
that ‘&, g ‘7& always holds. The reverse inclusion holds if and only if X is UK-trivial, 
as can be easily seen from Definition 2.3. 0 
In view of Lemma 2.5 one may say that (an equivalent version of) Question 2.4 was 
(indirectly) considered for the first time in [8,9]. 
Theorem 2.6, A space X is UK-trivial if and only $7~ = 7~. 
Proof. Suppose first that X is UK-trivial. Then 7,, = 7& by Lemma 2.5, so 7~ = 
XV VT,, = XV VxK = %. 
Next assume that X is a space with TF = 7~. Let 3 be a UK-family on X and 
F* E 3. By Lemma 2.2 and our assumption we have F E rUK g 7~ = TF, i.e., F is 
open in the Fell topology on F(X). Therefore there exist a (possibly empty but) finite 
list Ue, . . . , U, of open subsets of X and K E K(X) such that 
F*EO={FEF(X): FnK=8andFnUi#8fori~n}~3. 
We claim that in fact Kb 2 3, thereby implying triviality of 3. Indeed, assume that 
F E Kb. It is easy to see that @ = F* U F E 0 2 3. Since F is a closed subset of @ 
and 3 is a UK-family, we conclude that F E 3, as required. 0 
From the above theorem we conclude that Questions 1.2 and 2.4 are equivalent. This 
explains why from now on we will concentrate exclusively on Question 2.4. 
3. Main results 
Recall that a family K of subsets of a space X determines X provided that UK = X 
and a set F c X is closed in X if and only if its intersection F n K with each K E K: is 
closed in K. If the family K(X) determines X, then X is called a k-space. For a k-space 
X we define a cardinal k(X) to be the minimal cardinality of a family K C K(X) which 
determines X. A sequential space is a space determined by its convergent sequences, and 
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a space X is Freche’t-Utysohn if whenever Y c X and x E Y, there exists a sequence 
of points from Y converging to x. It is easy to see that 
metric + first countable + FrechCt-Urysohn + sequential + h-space. 
A L.aSnev space is a closed continuous image of a metric space, and a complete LaSnev 
space is a closed continuous image of a complete metric space. We will call a space X 
a super-complete LaSnev space if X is a closed continuous image of a locally compact 
metric space. Clearly 
super-complete LaSnev + complete LaSnev + LaGnev. 
LaSnev spaces are perfectly normal, paracompact and FrechCt-Urysohn. In particular, 
we have the following implications: 
metric -+ LaSnev -+ Frechtt-Urysohn. 
We also recall a definition of the most popular (super-complete) LaSnev space. Let 
A be an infinite set, and let SA = {*} U (A x N), where * $ A x N. We make SA 
into a topological space by declaring all points (a, n) E A x N to be open, and by 
taking the family {Vf: f E NA} as a family of all open neighbourhoods of *, where 
Uj = {(a,n): n > f(a)}. The space &!?A with this topology is called the Freche’t- 
Urysohnfan ofsize IAl. Let MA be the disjoint sum of [Al-many convergent sequences. 
Then &fA is a locally compact metric space. It is easy to see that SA is a quotient space 
of MA under the map q which identifies limit points of all sequences from MA into the 
single point *, and that the map q is closed. Therefore, SA is a super-complete LaSnev 
space. It is easy to see that Ic(5’~) = IAl. 
Somewhat surprisingly, nontrivial UK-families are not so easy to construct, and so 
UK-nontrivial spaces are hard to come by. In fact, while few examples of such spaces 
were given in [8,9], the authors of [9] left it as an open problem to find a regular k-space 
which is UK-nontrivial. In addition, so far there was no example of a countable UK- 
nontrivial space. In this paper we produce a host of examples of UK-nontrivial spaces 
the most important of which are summarized in the following list: 
Theorem 3.1. There exist nontrivial UK-families on each of the following spaces: 
(i) an F,-discrete metric space, 
(ii) a metric space with the Baire property, 
(iii) a regulal; u-compact, analytic, first countable space, 
(iv) a Tychonofi densely countably compact, first countable space, 
(v) a super-complete LuZnev space SW, with lc(&,,) = WI, 
(vi) a countable complete LaSnev space Z with k(Z) = b. 
(vii) a countable, compact (non-Hausdorfj? T, -space. 
Let us recall that a space X is F,-discrete if X = U{Dn: n E N}, where each D, 
is a closed discrete subspace of X. A space X has the Baire property if the intersection 
n{un: n E N} f y o an countable family {cm: n E N} of dense open subsets of X is 
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dense in X. A space is u-compact if it can be represented as a union of countably many 
compact subsets. An analytic space is a continuous image of some complete separable 
metric space (equivalently, a continuous image of the irrational numbers R \ Q with the 
usual topology). A space X is densely countably compact if there exists a dense set 
D & X such that every infinite subset of D has an accumulation point in X. (A point 
z E X is an accumulation point of a countable set A & X if every open neighbourhood 
of z contains infinitely many points of A.) We note that densely countably compact 
spaces are pseudocompact, i.e., every real-valued continuous function defined on them is 
bounded. Finally, the cardinal number b (from item (vi)) is defined as the least cardinality 
of an unbounded family in (NN, <*), where f <* g means that f(n) < g(n) for all but 
finitely many 72 E N. (A family @ C NN is unbounded if there is no h E N” such that 
cp <* h for all cp E @.) It is well-known that WI < b < c, see [lo]. 
Our next theorem completely describes UK-triviality of Frechet-Urysohn fans: 
Theorem 3.2. A Frech&Utysohn fan SA is UK-trivial if and only ifthe set A is count- 
able. 
In particular, for S,, one has 7~ # 7~. Since 7~ & TK & T,, we conclude that 
T, # TF for a!$,, . Since S,, is paracompact and has only one nonisolated point (in 
particular, S,, is trivially “locally compact modulo one point”), we see that in Arab 
and Calbrix’s generalization of Fremlin’s Theorem 1.1 first countability of X cannot be 
replaced by the weaker Frechet-Urysohn property. In particular, Fremlin’s theorem does 
not hold for general (nonmetric) spaces. (This last fact was independently established 
by Arab and Calbrix [2].) The same space S,, provides a (strong) counterexample to 
Problem 1182 of Spahn mentioned in a remark on p, 258 of [34]. 
From the point of view of the cardinal number k the example from Theorem 3.1(v) is 
the best possible. Our next result will imply that regular spaces X with k(X) = w are 
UK-trivial. A space X with k(X) = w is often called a k”-space. In other words, X 
is a k,-space if there exists a sequence {K,: n E N} of compact subsets of X which 
determines X. We will call X a locally Ic,-space if every point x of X has an open 
neighbourhood U, whose closure z in X is a k,-space in the induced topology. Clearly, 
both locally compact spaces and k,-spaces are locally k,-spaces. 
Theorem 3.3. Regular locally k,-spaces are UK-trivial. 
Examples from items (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.1 demonstrate that “k,-ness” cannot 
be weakened to cr-compactness, i.e., it is essential that the countable sequence of compact 
subsets determines the space. 
Recall that a space X is tech-complete if it is a Gh-set in some Hausdorff compact 
space. We will call a space X locally tech-complete if every point x of X has an open 
neighbourhood U, whose closure E in X is Tech-complete in the induced topology. 
Clearly, Tech-complete spaces are locally Tech-complete, so our next theorem generalizes 
[8, Theorem 2.11. 
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Theorem 3.4. (Regular) locally tech-complete spaces are UK-trivial. 
We included “regular” in parenthesis because all locally Tech-complete spaces are 
Tychonoff and so regular. Example from item (vii) of Theorem 3.1 shows that at least 
some separation axioms are necessary in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Since locally Cech- 
complete spaces have the Baire property, Theorem 3.4 could be worth to compare with 
the metric space constructed in item (ii) of Theorem 3.1. 
Since G&-subsets of Hausdorff compact spaces (=Cech-complete spaces) are UK- 
trivial (see Theorem 3.4) and regular Ic,-spaces are also UK-trivial (by Theorem 3.3) 
it is worth to mention that a natural common generalization of these two results is 
impossible: A G&-subset of a regular k,-space need not be UK-trivial. This can be seen 
from the next two examples: 
Example 3.5. (i) A super-complete LaSnev k,-space which has a UK-nontrivial Gs- 
subspace. 
(ii) A countable sequential Tychonoff k,-space which has a UK-nontrivial Gs- 
subspace. 
Complete metric spaces are UK-trivial (by Theorem 3.4), so from Theorem 3.l(v),(vi) 
one concludes that UK-triviality is not preserved by closed continuous maps. Since 
closed continuous maps are quotient, this result substantially improves [9, Proposition 
5.31. Unlike closed maps, UK-triviality is preserved by open continuous maps (Theorem 
8.2). Since every topological space is a an image of some stratifiable (and so paracompact 
and perfectly normal) space under an open continuous map [22], we see that separation 
axioms are somewhat irrelevant in the study of UK-trivial spaces. This explains why 
we do not impose any a priori restrictions whatsoever on separation properties of our 
spaces. 
A surprising fact showing certain peculiarity of UK-triviality is that this property is 
not preserved under taking even finite disjoint sums (see Example 6.12). As it turns out 
a disjoint sum S, @ (IR \ Q) of the countable Frechet-Urysohn fan S, and the irrational 
numbers lR \ Q is UK-nontrivial, while both summands are UK-trivial by Theorems 3.3 
and 3.4 respectively. Therefore, locally uK-trivial spaces need not be (globally) UK- 
trivial. In particular, this means that the generalization of UK-triviality of Tech-complete 
spaces (established in [8,9]) obtained in Theorem 3.4 is an essential step. 
Spaces promised in items (i)-(vii) of Theorem 3.1 will be constructed in Examples 
9.1, 9.3, 7.1, 7.2, 6.2, 6.10 and 6.11 respectively. Theorem 3.2 follows from Corollary 
5.4 and Lemma 6.1. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 will be proved in Section 8. Finally, spaces 
from Example 3.5 will be constructed in Example 6.13. 
4. Results of Dole&i, Greco and Lechicki 
In this section we collect three facts which we need in the future. All three of them 
were essentially proved (although in a different language of consonant spaces) by Dolecki, 
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Greco and Lechicki in [9] (announced earlier in [S]). Since the proofs of these facts are 
relatively short, but not at all easy to both extract from [9] and translate into the language 
of UK-families, we decided to give (alternative) proofs for the sake of completeness. 
Lemma 4.1. uK-triviality is hereditary with respect to both open and closed subsets. 
Proof. Let Y be a subset of a UK-trivial space X. Let 3~ be a UK-family on Y. Then 
thefamily3~={FEF(X): FnY ~3 y } is a UK-family on X. To show triviality 
of 3~ fix F* E 3~. We let F’ = F* if Y is closed in X and F’ = F* u (X \ Y) if 
Y is open. In any case F’ E 3~. Using triviality of 3~ we can find K’ E K(X) such 
that F’ E {F E F(X): F f~ K’ = S} C 3x. We define K = Y n K’ if Y is closed in 
X and K = K’ if Y is open in X. In both cases K E K(Y) and F* n K = 0. It is now 
easy to see that {F E F(Y): F n K = 0) C 3~. 0 
Our next lemma provides a simple technique for producing new UK-families from the 
old ones. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that 3 and 3, for all n E N are UK-families on X such that 
every F E 3 belongs to all butfinitely many 3,. Then 3* = n{3n: n E N} n 3 is a 
UK-family on X. 
Proof. One needs to check properties (i)-(ii) of Definition 2.1. Property (i) is trivial, 
and to check property (ii) assume that F* E 3* and F* = nE for some & 2 F(X). 
Since 3 is a UK-family and F* E 3’ C 3, one can find a finite subfamily Et C & with 
n E’ E 3. By the assumption of our lemma, there exists n E N such that n E’ E 3m for 
all m > n. Now for every i < n we can use the fact that F’ E 3* c 3i and 3i is a 
UK-family to find a finite E,! C E such that n &,’ E 3i. Clearly E” = U{Ei: i < n} u E’ 
is a finite subfamily of E, and we claim that n E” E 3*. Indeed, n E” is a closed subset 
of n&t E n{3ii: i > n} n 3, so n E” E n(3i: i > n} n 3 because 3 and all 3i’s 
are UK-families. Similarly, n E” E 3i for all i < n, since n E” is a closed subset of 
n&,!E3i. 0 
Lemma 4.3. tech-complete spaces are UK-trivial. 
Proof. Let X be a G&-subset of a Hausdorff compact space 2, i.e., X = n{ IV,: n E RI}, 
where each IV, is open in 2. Let 3 be a UK-family on X. Without loss of generality 
we will assume that X $ 3, since otherwise 8h = F(X) = 3 and 3 would be trivial. 
Claim 4.3.1. Suppose that F E 3, F # X, and V is an open subset of Z such that 
X s F U V. Then there exist F’ E 3 and an open subset V’ of Z such that F C F’, 
F’ # X, p 2 V and X C F’ U V’ (here and everywhere in the proof of Lemma 4.3 
the bar denotes the closure in 2). 
Proof. For every x E X \ F C V there exists U,, an open subset of 2, such that 
- 
x E U, c U, C U \ F. Define F, = X \ U,. Then {F,: x E X \ F} 2 F(X) and 
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n{&: 3: E X \ F} = F E 3. Since F is a UK-family, there exist zo, . . . , 2, such that 
F’ = n{Fzi: i < n} E 3. NOW this F’ and V’ = U{Uzx: i < n} are as required. q 
- 
To prove triviality of F take arbitrary F* E 3 and define U, = W, \ F* for all n E M. 
Clearly each U, is open in 2 and n{ U n: n E IV} = X\F*. By an easy induction we may 
construct, using Claim 4.3.1, a sequence {F,: n E N} G 3 and a sequence {I&: n E N} 
of open subsets of 2 such that FO = F*, F, C F,+I, l/n+1 & V, n (V. n . . . n Un) and 
X c F,, U V,. Then the set 
K=n{z r~}Cn{&: nOI}=X\F* 
would be closed in 2, so compact. Thus K E K(X). Now we claim that F* E Kb = 
{F E F(X): F rl K = 0) C 3. Clearly F* n K = 0. Suppose now that F E F(X) 
with F n K = 0. Let @ = F. If @ rl Vi # 0 for all i, then @ n q would be a decreasing 
sequence of nonempty closed subsets of the compact set 2, and thus there would be 
a point z E @n{E i E W} 2 K C X. Since F is closed in X, this would imply 
that z E F n K, a contradiction. Therefore F n V, C GJ n V, = 0 for some n. Since 
X C F, U V,, it follows that F C F,, E 3. Since F is a UK-family and F, E F(X), 
we conclude that F E 3. •I 
5. k, -spaces 
In this section we prove the global version of Theorem 3.3 and some related results 
about k,-spaces. For technical reasons only we will call a UK-family F on a space X 
decomposable provided that for every F* E 3 there exist F’ E 3 and Y C_ X such that 
F’ U Y = X, F* fl Y = 0 and the subspace Y in the induced topology is a k,-space. 
The usefulness of this notion is clear from the following 
Lemma 5.1. A decomposable UK-family 3 on a space X is trivial. 
Proof. To prove triviality of 3 we need to find, for every F* E 3, some K E K(X) 
such that F’ E Kb C 3. For our fixed F* let F’ E 3 and Y c X be such that 
X = F’ U Y, F* fl Y = 0 and Y is a k,-space in the induced topology. Fix a sequence 
{K,: n E N} of compact subsets of Y such that Y = U{Kn: n E N} and a set 
F C Y is closed in Y if and only if its intersection F n K, with each K, is closed 
in K,. Note that L, = Kou... U K, E K(X). Since L, C Y and Y n F* = 0, we 
have F* E n{L$ n E W}. If Li C 3 for some n E N, then our proof is completed. 
Otherwise we can pick, for every n E N, an F, $ 3 with F, n L, = 0. Define 
@n = U{F m: m > n} and P, = Qn U F’ for n E N. 
Claim 5.1.1. (i) Qn n K, = (J{Fl n K,: n < 1 < m} ifn < m, and 
(ii) Gn n K, = 0 ifn > m. 
Proof. It immediately follows from our choice of Fk’s and the definition of @,‘s. q 
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Claim 5.1.2. {I’,: n E N} c F(X) and F’ = n{pn: n E IV}. 
Proof. Fix n E N. Since all FL are closed in X, Claim 5.1.1 implies that Qn n K, is 
closed in K,,, for all m E N. Therefore Gn n Y is closed in Y. Since F’ U Y = X and 
F’ E F(X), we conclude that P, E F(X). 
To check the second statement of our claim note that Claim 5.1.l(ii) implies 
n{Gn: n E N} C X \ u{K,,,: m E N} = X \ Y C F’. 
Therefore n{Pn: n E N} = n{Qn: n E N} U F’ = F’. El 
Since F’ E 3 and 3 is a UK-family, from Claim 51.2 it follows that P = n{Pn,: i 6 
1) 6 3 for some no, . . . ,721 E I”J. Let m = max(?za, . , Q) + 1. Then F, 2 Grn c P. 
Since F, E F(X), P E 3 and 3 is a UK-family, we conclude that F, E 3, a 
contradiction with the choice of F,. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let 3 be a UK-family on a regular space X and F’ E 3. Then there 
exists open U C X such that ?? n F* = 8 and X \ U E 3. 
Proof. Let I/ be the family of all open subsets of X which contain F*. Since X is 
regular, n{v: V E V} = F* E 3. Since 3 is a UK-family, there exist VO, . . . , V, E V 
with F = n{E i < n} E 3. Note that U = X \ F is as required. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Regular k,-spaces are UK-trivial. 
Proof. Let 3 be a UK-family on a regular &-space X. By Lemma 5.1 it suffices to 
check that 3 is decomposable. So fix F* E 3, and let U be as in the conclusion of 
Lemma 5.3. Note that for Y = ?? and F’ = X \ U one has Y E F(X), F* f~ Y = 0 and 
X = F’ U Y. Since Y is a closed subspace of a Ic,-space, it is a &space in the induced 
topology. q 
Corollary 5.4. The countable Freche’t-Urysohn fan & is UK-trivial. 
We can completely drop any separation axioms from Lemma 5.3 if we require every 
open subset of our space to be a k,-space: 
Theorem 5.5. Zf every open subset of X is a k,-space, then X is UK-trivial. 
Proof. It is enough to notice that every UK-family 3 on X is decomposable (indeed 
for a fixed F* E 3, F’ = F* and Y = X \ F* yield the desired decomposition), and 
the result follows from Lemma 5.1. 0 
Our next example demonstrate that Theorem 5.5 covers some cases not covered by 
Lemma 5.3: 
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Example 5.6. Let X be an arbitrary set equipped with the cofinite topology, i.e., a subset 
of X is closed if and only if it is finite. The space X is a standard example of a compact 
Tt-space which is not Hausdorff. It is easy to see that all subspaces of X are compact 
(and so k,-spaces), so from Theorem 5.5 one concludes that X is UK-trivial. 
As will be shown later in Example 6.11 in general (even countable) compact Tt -spaces 
need not be UK-trivial. 
Remark 5.7. Theorem 5.5 immediately implies [8, Theorem 2.31: A HuusdolfSkl-space 
X is consonant provided that every open subset of X is hemicompact in the induced 
topology. [Let us recall that X is a kt-space if whenever A & X, J: E X and z E 2, there 
exists a compact set K C X with J: E A n K. A Hausdorff space X is hemicompact 
if it possesses a sequence of compact subsets {K,: n E N} such that every compact 
subset of X is contained in some K,.] To derive the italicized statement from Theorem 
5.5 it suffices to notice two simple facts: (a) open subsets of Hausdorff kl-spaces are 
kt-spaces in the induced topology, and (b) a hemicompact kt-space is a Ic,-space. 
6. Some examples 
In this section we construct a series of examples promised in Section 3. 
Lemma 6.1. If A is uncountable, then SA is UK-nontrivial. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the families 3 = {F E F(S.J): * # F} and 3n = {F E 
F(SA): I{a E A: (a,721 $ F)l > n} for n E N are UK-families on 5’~. We claim that 
these families satisfy the assumption of Lemma 4.2. Indeed, let F E 3. Choose f E NA 
such that Uj n F = 8. Since A is uncountable, there exist an infinite (even uncountable) 
B C A and 12 E N such that f(b) = n f or all b E B. Now observe that F E 3m for all 
731 3 72. 
Lemma 4.2 allows us to conclude that F = n{3n: n E N} n 3 is a UK-family 
on SA. We claim that 3* is nontrivial. To prove this we will show that, while 8 E 3’, 
we have Kb \ 3’ # 8 for all K E K(SA). Indeed, if K E K(SA), then there is 
a finite B G A such that K C: {*} u {(b,n): b E B,n E N}. Let k = IBI. For 
F = {(a, k): a E A \ B} E F(S A we have F E Kb, but F $ 3k, and so F $! 3*. ) 0 
Letting A = WI in the above lemma, we obtain an example promised in Theorem 
3.1(v): 
Example 6.2. There is a UK-nontrivial, super-complete L.uSnev space X with k(X) = 
WI. 
Next we introduce a technique for producing nontrivial UK-families, and then apply 
it to construct various examples. 
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Definition 6.3. Let C = {C,,: n,m E N} be a double indexed family of nonempty 
subsets of a space X. We say that: 
(i) C is compact-escaping if for every K E K(X) there is some n E N such that 
C,, \ K # 0 for all m E W, 
(ii) C is weakly discrete if for every n E N the family {C,,: m E IV} is a discrete 
family of subsets of X (i.e., each point of X has an open neighbourhood which intersects 
at most one Gm), 
(iii) C weakly converges to a set C 2 X if for every open set U G X with C C U 
there exist a function f : N + N and a number Ic E N such that C,, 5 U whenever 
n 2 Ic and m 2 f(n). 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that X is a Tl-space, C, C’ E K(X), C = {C,,: n, m E N} c 
K(X) is a compact-escaping family and C’ = {CA,: n, m E N} C K(X) f’ F(X) is a 
weakly discrete family satisfying the following condition: (*) For every open set U 2 X 
with C U C’ c U there exist a function f : N + N and a number lc E N such that 
C nf(n) U C&, G Ufor all 72 B AT. 
Then X is uK-nontrivial. 
Proof. Define 3 = (CUC’)b and Fn = U{ (C,, UCL,))i: m E IV} for n E N. Clearly 
F and all 3, are (trivial) UK-families. Property (*) of our lemma implies the assumption 
of Lemma 4.2, so F* = n{Fn: n E IV} fl F is a UK-family on X. We claim that 3* 
is nontrivial. Since 8 E 7, it suffices to find, for every K E K(X), some n E N with 
Kb \ Fn # 8. Since C is compact-escaping, we can fix n E N such that C,, \ K # 8 
for all m E W. We claim that the set A = {m E N: CA, 5 K} is finite. Indeed, since 
C’ is weakly discrete and C’ C F(X) it follows that + = U{CAm: m E A} E F(X), and 
0 = {CAm: m E A} is a disjoint cover of @ by sets which are open in the subspace 
topology of G. Since @ is a closed subset of K E K(X), we have @ E K(X), and so 
the cover 0 must be finite. Now we pick arbitrarily z, E Cn, \ K for m E A and 
x,~C;,\Kforrn~N\A. 
Claim 6.4.1. F = (2,: m E IV} E Kb. 
Proof. It is immediate from our choice of xm’s that FnK = 0, so it remains only to show 
that F E F(X). Since X is a Tl-space and A is finite, Fo = {x,: m E A} E F(X). 
Since x, E C& for all m E N \ A and {Ckm: m E N} is a discrete family of 
subsets of X, we conclude that {x m: m E N \ A} is a discrete family of points in 
X. Since {zcm} E F(X) f or all m (recall that X is a Tl-space), it easily follows that 
F, = {x:m: m E N \ A} E F(X). Therefore F = Fo U Fl E F(X). 0 
Claim 6.4.2. F +! Fm. 
Proof. Indeed, for each m E N one has x, E (C,, u Ck,) fl F, so F 4 (C,, U 
C&p. 0 
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Our next theorem (and its corollary) provides a convenient way of proving UK-non- 
triviality of a space X: 
Theorem 6.5. Ifa Tl-space contains both a compact-escaping family C 2 K(X) weakly 
converging to some C E K(X) an d a weakly discrete family C’ s K(X) n F(X) weakly 
converging to some C’ E K(X), then X is UK-nontrivial. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the condition (*) from Lemma 6.4 is satisfied. q 
For the shortness’ sake let us agree to call the family C as in the above theorem a 
Type I family, while the family C’ a Type II family. 
Corollary 6.6. Zf a Tl -space X contains a Type I family, and a Tl -space Y contains a 
Type II family, then the disjoint sum X $ Y of X and Y is UK-nontrivial. 
We proceed with examples of families satisfying the assumptions of Corollary 6.6. 
Example 6.7. The countable Freche’t-Urysohn fan 5’~ has a Type I family. For n, m E N 
define C,, = {(n, m)}. From the definition of the topology of SN it immediately follows 
that C = {C,,: n,mEN}GK(S )’ N is a double indexed family weakly converging to 
the set C = {*} E K(SN). S’ mce for every K E K(SN) there is a finite B C N such that 
K C {*} U {(b,n): b E B, n E IV}, C is compact-escaping. 
Lemma 6.8. Let Y be a Frech&Urysohn (in particulal; metric) Tl-space, and let 
{yn: n E N} be a sequence of nonisolated points of Y converging to some y E Z = 
Y \ {yy,: n E N}. Then 2’ (equipped with the subspace topology) has a Type II family. 
Proof. Fix n E N. Since yn is a nonisolated point of Y, we have yn E Z \ {yn}. Since 
2 is Frechet-Urysohn, there exists a sequence {z,,: m E N} c 2 \ {yn} converging 
to yn. Without loss of generality we may assume that {z,,: m E N} C 2. Define 
c nrn = {znm}. It is easy to see that C = {Cnm: n, m E N} is as promised. 0 
Recall that a space X is countably compact if every countable subspace of X has an 
accumulation point. We say that X is locally countably compact if every point of X has 
an open neighbourhood with countably compact closure. 
Lemma 6.9. If X is a first countable, regular Tl -space which is not locally countably 
compact (in particular not locally compact), then X has a Type II family. 
Proof. Let x E X be a point without a countably compact neighbourhood, and let 
{Un: n E IV} be a countable base at x. Since X is regular, we may assume that 
u n+t G U, for all n. By our assumption, K contains an infinite countable closed 
discrete subset D,. Let D, = {z,~: m E N} be an enumeration of D,. Defining 
c 7Lm = {x,,}, it is easy to see that C = {Cnm: n, m E IV} is as required. 0 
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As a first application of Corollary 6.6 we get 
Example 6.10. A countable, UK-nontrivial, complete LaSnev space Z with k(Z) = b. 
Consider the following space L defined prior to Lemma 8.3 of [lo]. The underlying set of 
L is N x R?U{ co}, where 00 $! PI x N, and L is topologized as follows. All points of N x N 
are isolated, and basic neighbourhoods of 00 have the form {oo} U {(n, m): n > k}, 
where k E N. It is easy to see that L is a (tech-)complete metric space in this topology, 
Clearly, L has a Type II family. Since the countable Frechet-Urysohn fan S, has a Type 
I family (Example 6.7) Corollary 6.6 yields that 2 = SN $ L is UK-nontrivial. Since 
both SN and L are complete LaSnev spaces, so is 2. Finally, we have k(Z) = b, for 
k(&) = w and k(L) = b [lo, Lemma 8.41. 
Example 6.11. A compact, countable Tl-space which is uK-nontrivial. Let Z be the 
space constructed in Example 6.10. Define Z* = 2 U {co*}, where oo* $ 2. We declare 
2 to be an open subset of Z*, while the base of open neighbourhoods at co* is formed 
by the family (2’ \ F: F C 2 and F is finite}. One can easily see that Z* is a 
compact Tl-space with this topology. Since 2 is an open uK-nontrivial subspace of Z*, 
we conclude from Lemma 4.1 that Z* is uK-nontrivial. 
Now we can produce two UK-trivial spaces X and Y such that their disjoint sum 
X @ Y is uK-nontrivial. 
Example 6.12. The countable Frechet-Urysohn fan 5’~ is UK-trivial (by Corollary 5.4) 
and the irrational numbers R \ Q are UK-trivial (by Lemma 4.3), while the disjoint sum 
S’, $ (W \ Q) is uK-nontrivial. Indeed, SN has Type I family (Example 6.7), while lR \ Q 
has a Type II family by Lemma 6.8, so the result follows from Corollary 6.6. 
Example 6.13. (i) A super-complete Lasiev k,-space which has a uK-nontrivial Gg- 
subspace. Clearly X = S’N $ R is a super-complete LaSnev Ic,-space, and SN $ (R \ Q) 
is a zlK-nontrivial Gs-subspace of it by Example 6.12. 
(ii) A countable, sequential, Tychonoff k,-space which has a UK-nontrivial Gg- 
subspace. Consider the Arens space X defined in [3]. As a set X is a subspace of the 
real line given by X = U{Xi: i E N}U{O}, where each Xi = U{l/i+ l/(i2+j): j E 
N} U {l/i}. Define S = (0) U {l/i: i E W}. We declare a set U to be open in X if 
and only if its intersection U f’s and each intersection U n Xi are open in the topology 
induced by the usual topology of IR on the sets S and Xi respectively. Since S and all Xi 
are compact in the subspace topology of the real line R, it follows that X is a k,-space. 
It is easy to show that X is sequential and Tychonoff (see [13, Example 1.6.191). 
Let Y = 5’~ @ X. Clearly Y is a countable, sequential Tychonoff k,-space, and 2 = 
S,@(X\{l/i: i E W}) is a G&-subset of Y. In view of Example 6.7 and Corollary 6.6, 
to show that 2 is uK-nontrivial it is enough to find a Type II family in X \ { 1 /i: i E PI}. 
Define C,, = {l/n+ 1/m2} for 7~,m E N. Then C = {C,,: n,m E N} is a weakly 
discrete family of closed compact subsets of X \ {l/ i: i E W} weakly converging to the 
(closed, compact) set C = {0}, so is as required. 
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7. First countable examples 
In this section we will produce examples promised in Theorem 3.l(iii),(iv). Our first 
space X is inspired by the Cantor tree construction from [30], and the idea used in 
proving Claims 7.1.4 and 7.1.5 resembles the proof of Proposition 2.4 from [30]. 
Example 7.1. A regular first countable, u-compact, analytic, UK-nontrivial space X of 
size c. 
Let C = (0, 1)’ be the set of all functions from N into (0, I}, and for each s E N let 
D, be the set of all functions from the set (0, 1, . . , s} to (0, I}. For every d E D = 
U{D8: s E W} we use s(d) to denote the unique natural number with d E Ds(d). For 
c E C and n E N we define c, E D, and CL E D, by en(k) = CL (Ic) = c(k) for k < n, 
c,(n) = c(n) and cl,(n) = 1 - c(n). For c E C and k E N define S, = {c’,: n E IV}, 
T, = {cn: n E N} and Uk(c) = U{(b) U Tb: b E C, bk = ck} \ T,. We define a 
topology on X = CUD by declaring all points of D to be isolated and taking the family 
{uk(c): Ic E N} as a base at c E C. It is easy to check that X with such a topology is 
a Hausdorff zero-dimensional space, so it is regular. 
Claim 7.1.1. If c E C, then: 
(i) S, is a sequence converging to c in X, and 
(ii) T, is a closed discrete subspace of X. 
Claim 7.1.2. C in the subspace topology of X is homeomorphic to the usual Cantor set. 
In particular C is compact. 
Since X is a union of a compact metric space C and a countable set D, we conclude 
that X is a c-compact analytic space. 
Claim 7.1.3. If U is an open subset of X which contains C, then there is finite E C C 
with X \ U 2 (J{T,: c E E}. 
Proof. Use compactness of C. 0 
Claim 7.1.4. If K E K(X), then: 
(i) each set A,K = {c E C: T, n K C {cg, . , c,}} is closed in (the subspace 
topology of, C, and 
(ii) C = U(AE: n G W). 
Proof. Item (i) is straightforward. To check (ii) note that for c E C the set T, n K is a 
closed discrete subspace of K by Claim 7.1.l(ii), so must be finite. 0 
For every d E D pick d* E C with dz(,) = d. 
Claim 7.1.5. For every K E K(X) there is d E D such that K I-I &* is finite. 
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Proof. Combining Claims 7.1.2 and 7.1.4 with the Baire category theorem we conclude 
that some AZ must contain a nonempty relatively open subset of C. Therefore U,C(C) O 
C C A: for some c E C and n, Ic E N. We claim that d = Ck is as required. Indeed, 
uk(d’) = uk( ) d c an an easy check shows that K n s& C {d,*, . . . , d&}, where m = 
max(n, k). 0 
Now for each d E D we split the sequence sd. into infinitely many infinite subsets 
&k. Enumerating each Edk without repetitions as Edk = {yz: m E N} and picking 
a one-to-one enumeration {(d,, Icn): rz E N} of the (countable) set D x N, we define 
z,, = yzkn for n,m E N. 
Claim 7.1.6. For every n E N and each open set U which contains C there is k E N 
with xnm E Uforall m > k. 
Proof. This follows from the inclusion {x,,: m E N} c Ed,k, G sd* and Claim 
7.1.1(i). 0 
Claim 7.1.7. For every K E K(X) there is n E N such that {x,,: m E W} n K = 0. 
Proof. Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of X. Applying Claim 7.1.5 to K we find 
d E D such that K n sd- is finite. Thus there exists Ic E N with K n Edk = 8. Now 
n E W such that (d,, kn) = (d, k) satisfies the conclusion of our claim. 0 
Claim 7.1.8. X has a Type I family 
Proof. Define C,, = {zGnn}. From Claims 7.1.6 and 7.1.7 it follows that C = 
{G?n: n,m E W} C K(Y) . IS a compact-escaping family weakly converging to 
C E K(Y), i.e., a Type I family. 0 
Claim 7.1.9. X has a Type Ilfamily. 
Proof. Pick arbitrarily a countable infinite set E C C, and let cp : N -+ E be any bijection. 
For n,m E N define CA, = {p(n),}. Since {CA,: m E W} C: TV(,) for n E N, from 
Claim 7.l.l(ii) one concludes that C’ = {C&: n, m E N} is a weakly discrete family. 
Since Tb fl T, is finite for b # c, from Claim 7.1.3 it follows that C’ weakly converges 
to C. Therefore C’ is a Type II family. •I 
Combining Claims 7.1.8 and 7.1.9 with Theorem 6.5 we conclude that X is UK- 
nontrivial. Our construction is complete. 0 
Example 7.2. A TychonofJ; densely countably compact, first countable, uK-nontrivial 
spuce Y. The idea is to embed the space X constructed in Example 7.1 into a Tychonoff, 
densely countably compact, first countable space Y as a closed subspace. Since X is 
UK-nontrivial, Y then also be UK-nontrivial by Lemma 4.1. 
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A set H C N x N will be called thin if H is infinite, but the set {m E N: (n, m) E H} 
is finite for every n E N. Let x be a maximal almost disjoint family of thin subsets of 
N x N, i.e., the family ‘H satisfying the following properties: 
(i) each H E 7-l is thin, 
(ii) H n H’ is finite whenever H, H’ E ‘H are different, and 
(iii) for every thin set B C N x N the intersection H n B is infinite for some H E ‘H. 
Such a family ‘H exists by Zorn’s lemma. Define Y = X U (D x IV) U (C x 3-1). Clearly 




Vk((d, 71)) = {(d, r~)}. Finally, for (c, H) E C x 7-l we define 
Vk((c,H)) = {(c,H)} U {(c,,m): (n,m) E H and n 2 h} 
We declare each sequence { Vk (y): k E N} to be a neighbourhood base of a point y in Y. 
We leave to the reader a routine verification that this procedure defines a first countable 
topology on Y such that the following claim holds: 
Claim 7.2.1. (i) Y is a Hausdoflzero-dimensional space, so Y is Tychonoff 
(ii) X (considered with the topology from Example 7.1) is a closed subspace of Y, 
(iii) D x N is dense in Y. 
In view of item (iii) of the previous claim, to show that Y is densely countably compact 
it is enough to prove the following 
Claim 7.2.2. Every infinite set A 2 D x N has an accumulation point in Y. 
Proof. If some c E C is an accumulation point of A, then we are done. Otherwise for 
every c E C we may fix a k(c) E N such that A n Vk(c)(c) = 0. By Claim 7.2.l(ii), the 
family {V,,,,(c): c E C} is an open cover of C, so by compactness of C (see Claim 
7.1.2) there exist some ~0, . . , c, E C with C 2 U{Vkcc,, (ci): i < n}. Now note that 
A C (D x N) \ u {I$,,,(ci): i < n} g u {Tci: i < n} x N, 
so there exists some c E {cg, . . . , c,} such that A n (27, x N) is infinite. Now we define 
B = {(n, m) E N x N: (cm, m) E A} and consider two cases. 
Case 1. B is thin. In this case we can use property (iii) of our family ‘H to find some 
H E 31 with B n H infinite. It is now easy to see that (c, H) E C x 7-l is an accumulation 
point of A. 
Case 2. B is not thin. Since An (T, x N) . 1s infinite, there must be some n E W such 
that the set {m E N: (c,,m) E A} is infinite. Then c, E D 5 X is an accumulation 
point of A. The proof of the claim is now complete. q 
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8. UK-triviality and topological operations 
First we consider the behaviour of UK-triviality under continuous maps. Recall that a 
map f : X -+ Y is per-&z if it is continuous, closed and f-t (y) E K(X) for all y E Y. 
Theorem 8.1. If f : X + Y is a perfect map from a regular space X onto a uK-trivial 
space Y, then X is also uK-trivial. 
Proof. Let 3x be a uK-family on X and F* E 3x. By Lemma 5.2 there exists open 
setUCXsuchthatUnF*=0and~=X\UE3~.Itiseasytoseethat3~= 
{F E F(Y): f-‘(F)u@ E 3 x } 1s a UK-family on Y with 8 E 3~. By uK-triviality of 
Y we can find some Ky E K(Y) such that {F E F(Y): F n Ky = S} g 3y. Since f 
is a perfect map, f-‘(KY) E K(X) [13, Theorem 3.7.21, and so KX = unf-‘(KY) E 
K(X). Clearly F* Cl KX = 0. To show that {F E F(X): F n Kx = 0) & 3x assume 
that F E F(X) and F n Kx = 0. Since the map f is closed, F’ = f(?? n F) E F(Y). 
Since F’ n Ky = 0, from the choice of Ky we conclude that F’ E 3y, i.e., that 
P = f-‘(F’) u @ E 3 x. Since F C P and 3~ is a UK-family, it follows that 
FE~x. 0 
As was noticed in Section 3, closed maps do not preserve UK-triviality. However, 
UK-triviality is preserved by open maps: 
Theorem 8.2. An image of a UK-trivial space under a continuous open map is UK- 
trivial. 
Proof. Let f : X + Y be a continuous open map from a UK-trivial space X onto a space 
Y. Let 3y be any-UK-family on Y. For every F E F(X) define F = Y \ f(X \ F). 
Since f is open, F E F(Y) for every F E F(X). A simple verification shows that 
3x = {FE F(X): FE 3 y } is a UK-family on X, and so 3x must be trivial. To show 
that 3~ is trivial pick arbitrary F* f 3~ and observe that F’ = f-’ (F”) E 3~ _ Since 
3;; is trivial, there exists K E K(X) such that F’ E {F E F(X): F n K = 0) 2 3x. 
Since f is continuous, K* = f(K) E K(Y). Clearly, F* n K* = 0. Suppose now 
that F E F(Y) and F fl K* = 0. We have f-‘(F) E F(X) (by continuity of f) and 
f-‘(F) n K = 0. The choice of K implies that f-‘(F) E 3x, and F = f-1(F) E 3~ 
by the definition of 3x. Therefore F* E {F E F(Y): F fl K* = 0) g 3~. 0 
As was shown in Example 6.12 UK-triviality is not preserved by finite disjoint sums. 
Nevertheless, it passes from finite sums to infinite sums, as the following result demon- 
strates: 
Theorem 8.3. A disjoint sum X = @{X=: a E A} is UK-trivial if and only if the sum 
xg = ${X,: a E B} is UK-trivial for every finite B c A. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Lemma 4.1. To check the “if” pm, assume that 
3 is a UK-family on X and F* E 3. Since F’ = n{F* uX,,(,): a E A} E 3, there 
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exists a finite B C A such that F* U X,J\B E .T. It is easy to check that FB = {F E 
F(XB): F u X A\B E 3) is a UK-family on XB, so FB is trivial by the assumption 
of our theorem. Define Fg = F’ n Xg and note that F;3 u XA\B = F* u XAiB E F’, 
which implies that FI; E FB. Since FB is trivial, there exists K E K(XB) C K(X) 
such that Fi E {F E F(XB): F n K = 0) C FB (in particular, F* n K = 0). 
Assume now that F E F(X) and F n K = 0. Define F’ = F u X,,, E F(X) and 
Ff3 = F’nXB = F~XB E F(XB). S ince F n K = 0, one also has Fh n K = 0, 
i.e., FL E {F E F(XB): F n K = 0) 2 3~. Therefore F’ = Ff3 U XA\B E F by our 
definition of FB. Since F C: F’ E .T, F E F(X) and F is a uK-family, it follows that 
FEF.ThusF*E{FEF(Y): FnK=0}cE q 
For an arbitrary class P of topological spaces we denote by PI,, the class of all spaces 
X such that each point x of X has an open neighbourhood U, with either U, itself or 
its closure z in X belonging to P. 
Theorem 8.4. Let P be any class of spaces such that from X0 E P and XI E P it 
follows that X0 $ X1 E P. If every space from P is UK-trivial, then every space from 
PIOC IS also trivial. 
Proof. Let X E PI,,. For every x E X fix an open set U, such that x E U, and either - - 
U, E P or F, = U, E P. In first case we let 2, = U, and we set 2, = U, in the 
second case. Define 2 = ${&: x E X} and Y = ${Uz: x E X}. From assumptions 
of our theorem and Theorem 8.3 it follows that 2 E P, and so 2 is UK-trivial. Since 
Y is an open subset of 2, it is also UK-trivial by Lemma 4.1. Now there is an obvious 
open continuous map from Y onto X, so X is trivial by Theorem 8.2. 0 
Proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Both Ic,-spaces and tech-complete spaces are pre- 
served by taking finite disjoint sums, so Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 8.4 and 
Lemma 5.3, while Theorem 3.4 follows from Theorem 8.4 and Lemma 4.3. •I 
Turning to products, we note the following connection between sums and products: 
Lemma 8.5. If a product X x Y is UK-trivial, then so is the disjoint sum X $ Y. 
Proof. The product of two perfect maps is perfect, and there is a natural perfect map 
from 2 $2 onto 2, so we conclude that 2 = (X CB X) x (Y $ Y) is a perfect preimage 
of X x Y. Since X x Y is trivial, from Theorem 8.1 it follows that 2 is UK-trivial. Since 
X @ Y is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of 2, X $ Y is UK-trivial by Lemma 
4.1. 0 
Lemma 8.5 implies that in every instance when we have a vK-nontrivial sum X $ Y 
(as in Examples 6.10, 6.12 and 6.13) we also have UK-nontrivial product X x Y. First 
example of two UK-trivial spaces X and Y with UK-nontrivial product X x Y was 
constructed in [8]. The product part of our next theorem appeared as [8, Theorem 4.21: 
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Theorem 8.6. Both a product X x Y and a disjoint sum X @ Y of a regular UK-trivial 
space X and a HausdorfSlocally compact space Y is UK-trivial. 
Proof. Let 2 be the one-point compactification of Y. Since 2 is a Hausdorff compact 
space, it is regular, and so the product X x 2 is also regular. Since 2 is compact, the 
projection p : X x 2 + X onto the first coordinate is a perfect map (see Kuratowski 
Theorem 3.1.16 in [ 131). Since X is uK-trivial, X x 2 is UK-trivial by Theorem 8.1. 
Now note that X x Y is an open subset of X x 2, and Lemma 4.1 implies UK-triviality 
of X x Y. Now reference to Lemma 8.5 finishes the proof. 0 
Theorem 8.7. Let P be the largest class of spaces which satisfies the following two 
properties: (a) a closed subspace of a space from P belongs to P, and (b) each regular 
countably compact Tl-space from the class P is compact. Then for a first countable, 
regular Tl-space X from the class P the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the sum X $ S, is UK-trivial, 
(ii) the sum X $ Y is UK-trivial for every regular UK-trivial space Y, 
(iii) the product X x S, is UK-trivial, 
(iv) the product X x Y is UK-trivial for every regular UK-trivial space Y, 
(v) X is locally compact. 
Proof. The implication (v) --t (iv) follows from Theorem 8.6. Since SW is uK-trivial by 
Corollary 5.4, both implications (iv) -+ (iii) and (ii) + (i) are clear. The implications 
(iv) + (ii) and (iii) + (i) and follow from Lemma 8.5. So it remains only to prove 
that (i) implies (v). Let assume that X $ Sn is uK-trivial. Since SN contains a Type 
I family (Example 6.7), from our assumption and Corollary 6.6 it follows that X does 
not contain a Type II family. By Lemma 6.9 X is locally countably compact. Now local 
compactness of X follows immediately from our assumption about the class P. q 
The class P from the assumption of Theorem 8.7 is quite wide. Indeed, it includes 
both meta-Lindelof spaces and Dieudonne complete spaces, see Section 6 of [35]. (We 
recall that a space X is called meta-Lindeliif if every open cover U of X has a subcover 
U’ C U such that every point II: E X belongs to at most countably many elements of U’. A 
space X is Dieudonne’ complete if there exists a complete uniformity on the set X which 
generates the topology of X. We note that all paracompact (in particular, metric) spaces 
are both meta-Lindelof and Dieudonne complete.) While it remains unclear whether 
the above theorem holds with P the class of all spaces, it is clear that first countability 
cannot be dropped or even weakened to the Frechet-Urysohn property. Indeed, the square 
S, x SW of the countable Frechet-Urysohn fan is a Ic,-space, and so UK-trivial by 
Theorem 3.3, while 5’~ is not locally compact. Since S, belongs to P (being countable, 
and so meta-Lindelof), we conclude that the equivalence of items (i), (iii) and (v) fails 
without the assumption of first countability of X. We refer the reader to Question 11.11 
for a related problem. 
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9. Metric examples 
In this section we use Theorem 8.2 to produce examples promised in Theorem 3.1(i), 
(ii). 
Example 9.1. A metric F,-discrete, UK-nontrivial space of weight c. We apply to the 
space X from Example 7.1 a result of Junnila [22] which says that for (every first 
countable) space X there exists an F,-discrete metric space 2 and an open continuous 
map f : 2 + X of 2 onto X such that w(Z) = 1x1. Since X is uK-nontrivial, from 
Theorem 8.2 we conclude that 2 is also UK-nontrivial. 
To get our second example, we need a particular version of the classical theorem of 
Ponomarev [3 l] and Hanai [ 191 given in the following 
Fact 9.2. For every first countable To-space X there exist a metric space Z and an open 
continuous map f : Z + X of Z onto X such that: 
(i) w(Z) = w(X), where w(X) is the weight of X, and 
(ii) if X contains a dense set of isolated points, then so does Z. 
Proof. Fix an arbitrary base a of X with /aI = w(X). We consider a as a discrete 
space and equip the countable power B’ of L3 with the Tychonoff product topology. It 
is well-known that 23’ is a metric space, see for example [13, Corollary 4.2.41. Let Z 
be the set of all sequences z = {Vn}nE~ E I3” such that Vn+l & V, for all n, and 
{I&: n E N} is a local base of X at some point 2, E X. Since X is a To-space, 
such a point x, is uniquely determined by z, so we can define a map f : Z + X by 
f (2) = 2,. One can easily check that f is a continuous open surjection. Since f is open, 
w(X) < w(Z) < IBI + w = w(X). 
Suppose now that X has a dense set D of isolated points. We want to show that isolated 
points are dense in Z too. So let U be a basic open subset of B” with ZnU # 8. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that U = {z = {Vn}nE~ E 23’: V, = v for i < Ic}, 
where k E RI and V,* E I3 for i < k. Pick z E Z n U. Then x, E n{Vi*: i 6 k} # 0. 
Since D is dense in X, there exists some d E n{v: i < k} II D # 8. Define zd E L3” 
by zd(i) = r for i < k and zd(i) = {d} f or i > k. (Note that {d} E 23 since d is 
an isolated point.) It is easy to check now that zd E Z is an isolated point in Z with 
ZdEU. q 
Example 9.3. A uK-nontrivial metric space of weight c with the Baire property. Again 
we take the space X from Example 7.1 and apply Fact 9.2 to it to get the space Z as in 
the conclusion of this fact. By the same reasoning as in Example 9.1 we conclude that 
Z is UK-nontrivial. Since X has a dense set of isolated points, Z also has such a set. 
Now it remains only to notice that every space with the dense set of isolated points has 
the Baire property. 
The weight of both of our metric spaces constructed above is c. We do not know 
whether there is a separable (or even countable) metric uK-nontrivial space (see Prob- 
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lems 11.1 and 11.2 below). To make obtaining such spaces possibly easier in the future, 
we finish this section with reductions of those problems to the case of first countable 
spaces, similar to the ones used in constructing Examples 9.1 and 9.3. 
Theorem 9.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a UK-nontrivial separable metric space, 
(ii) There exists a UK-nontrivial To-space with a countable base. 
Proof. The implication (i) + (ii) is trivial, and the implication (ii) --+ (i) follows from 
Fact 9.2 and Theorem 8.2. 0 
To get our second reduction, we need the following folklore 
Fact 9.5. If f: Z -+ X is an open continuous surjection, then there exists Y C Z 
such that the restriction fly: Y -+ X of f to Y is open, f(Y) = X and IYI < 
max(lXI, w(z)). 
Proof. Let r = max(lXl,w(Z)), and let f3 be a base of 2 with ]B] < 7. For every 
U E B pick Au C U such that f(Au) = f(U) and jail = If(U)1 < 1x1 6 7. Then 
Y = U{Au: U E f3) is as required. 0 
Theorem 9.6. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a countable UK-nontrivial metric space, 
(ii) There exists a countable UK-nontrivial, first countable space. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (ii) implies (i). Let X be a countable uK-nontrivial, 
first countable space. Arguing in the same way as in Example 9.1 we use a theorem of 
Junnila 1221 to find an open continuous surjection f : 2 t X from a metric space 2 with 
w(Z) = 1x1 = w onto X. Let Y be as in the conclusion of Fact 9.5. Since X is UK- 
nontrivial, Theorem 8.2 implies UK-nontriviality of (the countable metric space) Y. 0 
Our last result clarifies somewhat the structure of uK-nontrivial countable metric 
spaces. 
Theorem 9.7. A countable metric space either is UK-trivial or contains a closed sub- 
space homeomorphic to the rationals Q. 
Proof. Let X be a countable metric space which does not contain a closed copy of 
Q. By a classical theorem of Hurewicz ([21]; see also [ll] for a short proof), X is 
hereditarily Baire, i.e., every closed subspace of X has the Baire property. Being a 
countable, hereditarily Baire Tt-space, X is scattered, i.e., every closed subspace of 
X has an isolated point. Next we use a folklore fact that metric scattered spaces are 
eech-complete.* Finally X is UK-trivial by Theorem 3.4. 0 
* Since we cannot find any reference to this fact in the literature, we will present its proof communicated to 
us by Arhangel’skii. Note that for every scattered space X there exists a well-ordering X = {zcr: cy < KX} 
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10. Considering only compact subsets of X 
The hyperspace F(X) naturally contains two subspaces, the set K(X) of all compact 
subsets of X and the set Fin(X) of all finite subsets of X. These two subspaces are dense 
in F(X) for all topologies on F(X) considered in Sections 1 and 2. Since two different 
topologies on a space may induce the same subspace topology on a dense subspace, it 
looks quite natural to consider the following version of Question 1.2: 
Question 10.1. (i) For which spaces X the equation 7~ Ix(x) = ‘T& lK(x) holds? 
(ii) For which spaces X the equation 7K\Ftn(x) = 7FIFt”(x) holds? 
(Here 72 denotes the subspace topology induced on 2 C F(X) by a topology 7 on 
F(X).) 
Having in mind the equivalence of Questions 1.2 and 2.4 established in Theorem 2.6, 
it is natural to approach Question 10.1 by introducing an appropriate version of triviality 
of UK-families. 
Definition 10.2. Let H(X) C F(X). 
(i) A UK-family F C F(X) will be called H(X)-trivial provided that for every 
F* E FflH(X) there exists K E K(X) such that F*nK = 0 and {F E H(X): FnK = 
0) c F. 
(ii) A topological space X will be called H(X)-trivial if every UK-family on X is 
H(X)-trivial. 
It is easy to see that usual UK-triviality of a UK-family F on X coincides with F(X)- 
triviality of F in the sense of item (i) of the above definition. Therefore, a space X is 
UK-trivial if and only if it is F(X)-trivial in the sense of item (ii) of the same definition. 
Now one can consider a particular version of Question 2.4: 
Question 10.3. (i) Which spaces X are K(X)-trivial? 
(ii) Which spaces X are Fin(X)-trivial? 
of X such that the set X, = (~0: p < CY} is open in X for all CY < nx. Such a representation allows us 
to prove our theorem by a transfinite induction on ordinal IEX. For IE~ = 0 the result is trivial, since empty 
space is trivially tech-complete. Assume now that we have already proved that every scattered metric space 
Y with ICY < nx is eech-complete. If nx is a limit ordinal, then for every CY < no. one has za E Xu+t 
and Xn+t is an open subspace of X. By our inductive assumption each X, is &h-complete, so X is a 
locally &h-complete metric space. Since locally &ch-complete metric spaces are tech-complete [20], we 
conclude that X is tech-complete. Suppose now that KX = OL + 1. Then X = X, U {z,} and X, is 
tech-complete by our inductive assumption, If za is an isolated point of X, then X = X, @ {aa}. and 
eech-completeness of X follows from [ 13, Theorem 3.9.71. If, on the contrary, za is not isolated in X, then 
we take any compact Hausdorff space 2 which contains X as a dense subspace and note that X, is also 
dense in 2. By tech-completeness of X, we have X, = n{G,: n E IV}, where each U,, is open in Z 
[13, Theorem 3.9.11. Since X is first countable, there exists a family {I&: n E N} of open subsets of Z 
which forms a local base of Z at la. It is now easy to check that each set W,, = U,, U V, is open in Z and 
X = n{%: n E N}, which proves tech-completeness of X. 
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An analysis of the argument in Section 2 shows that the following generalization 
Theorem 2.6 holds: 
of 
Theorem 10.4. Let X be a space and H(X) C F(X). Assume that at least one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(i) the family H(X) is closed under taking finite unions, or 
(ii) X is a Tl-space and whenever H E H(X) and F is a$nite subset of X, then 
HuFEH(X). 
Then the equation ‘TJF(H(x) = ‘&IH(x) is equivalent to H(X)-triviality of X. 
We note that both K(X) and Fin(X) satisfy the assumption of the previous theorem, 
so (the correspondent items of) Questions 10.1 and 10.3 are equivalent. Both of these 
questions seems to be open. If one studies carefully the proof of Lemma 6.4 it is easy to 
notice that the set F constructed in Claim 6.4.1 is (countable) infinite and discrete, so fails 
to be compact. Since all examples (except uncountable Frechet-Urysohn fans) of uK- 
nontrivial spaces produced in this paper are based on Lemma 6.4, we conclude that all our 
examples are {countable, closed discrete}-nontrivial. The uncountable Frechet-Urysohn 
fans are {closed, discrete}-nontrivial, but we cannot prove that they are {compact}- 
nontrivial. Examples from [8,9] also does not seem to solve Questions 10.1 and 10.3. 
11. Open questions 
In addition to two questions mentioned in the previous section, we collect here some 
open questions related to our results. Those which the authors consider to be of more 
fundamental nature are called “Problems”, while the ones of more technical character 
are marked as “Questions”. 
Problem 11.1. Is there a UK-nontrivial separable metric space?’ 
Problem 11.2. (i) Is there a UK-nontrivial countable metric space? ’ 
(ii) Is the space Q of rational numbers UK-trivial? s 
We note that (the equivalent version of) Problem 11.2(ii) for consonant spaces was 
asked in [9]. We refer the reader to Theorems 9.4 and 9.6 for equivalent formulations 
of the above questions. Theorem 9.7 shows that, if the rationals Q turn out to be uK- 
nontrivial, then their r&-nontriviality would be the only possible reason for a countable 
metric space not to be UK-trivial (recall that closed subspaces of UK-trivial spaces are 
UK-trivial by Lemma 4.1). 
Question 11.3. Is there a vK-nontrivial analytic metric space? 3 
3 See Remark added in proof. 
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A (nonmetric but first countable) analytic uK-nontrivial space was constructed in 
Example 7.1. Since all countable spaces are analytic, a positive answer to Problem 11.2 
would yield a positive answer to Question 11.3. 
An extreme way of solving the above three problems would be providing a positive 
answer to the following 
Problem 11.4. Is a UK-trivial (separable) metric space complete? 
The above problem is nothing but a speculation that Lemma 4.3 could be reversible 
for metric spaces. 
We say that a space X is hereditarily Baire if every closed subspace of X has the Baire 
property. All locally Tech-complete spaces are hereditarily Baire. Thus the following 
two problems seem to be natural to ask in connection with our Theorem 3.4 and Examp- 
le 9.3. 
Problem 11.5. Must every UK-trivial metric space be hereditarily Baire? ’ 
Problem 11.6. Does there exist a hereditarily Baire UK-nontrivial metric space? ’ 
By a classical theorem of Hurewicz [21] a metric space X is hereditarily Baire if and 
only if it does not contain a closed subspace homeomorphic to the rationals Q (see [ 1 I] 
for a short proof). From this result and Lemma 4.1 one concludes that a negative answer 
to Problem 11.2(ii) would imply a positive answer to Problem 11.5. 
Let us recall some generalizations of compact spaces. A space X is called w-bounded if 
the closure of every countable subset of X is compact, and a space X is called countably 
compact if every countable subset of X has an accumulation point. It is easy to show 
that 
compact + w-bounded + countably compact + densely countably compact. 
Since compact Hausdorff spaces are zlK-trivial (Theorem 3.3), but densely countably 
compact Tychonoff spaces need not be UK-trivial (Example 7.2) the following problem 
seems natural: 
Problem 11.7. (i) Are regular w-bounded spaces UK-trivial? ’ 
(ii) Are regular countably compact spaces UK-trivial? ’ 
What is the answer if we additionally assume that our space is first countable? 
Since both w-bounded and countably compact spaces are preserved by finite sums, 
from Theorem 8.4 we conclude that “local” version of Problem 11.7 is equivalent to (the 
global version of) this problem. 
Question 11.8. Is a perfect image of a UK-trivial space UK-trivial? s 
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11.9. Is zlK-triviality of X $ Y always equivalent to UK-triviality of X x Y? 
11.10. [Vitolo] Is X x X UK-trivial for every UK-trivial space X? 
For regular spaces a positive answer to Question 11.9 implies a positive answer to 
Question 11.10, because X $ X admits the natural perfect map onto X, and one can 
apply Theorem 8.1. 
In connection with Theorem 8.7 we ask the following 
Question 11.11. Suppose that X is a regular Z’i-space such that X x Y is uK-trivial 
for all uK-trivial (regular) spaces Y. Must X be locally compact? 
What is the answer if we additionally assume that X is first countable? 
Even though we constructed quite a few countable uK-nontrivial spaces (see Examples 
6.10, 6.11 and 6.13(ii)), the following question seems to be open: 
Question 11.12. Is there a countable Tychonoff, uK-nontrivial space which has only 
one nonisolated point? 
As was noticed after Theorem 3.2, S,, is such an example of size WI. It is worth 
noticing that Arab and Calbrix recently found an example of a countable space with 
only one nonisolated point for which 7, # 7~ [2], but it is unclear whether the stronger 
inequality 7~ # 7~ required in Question 11.12 holds for their space or not. 4 From 
Theorem 1.1 and inclusions 7~ 2 7~ 2 7, it follows that the space as in Question 11.12 
cannot be first countable. 
Question 11.13. Is there, in ZFC, a countable, Tychonoff, z&-nontrivial, Frechet- 
Urysohn space (or even LaSnev space, or complete LaSnev space) 2 with k(Z) = wi? 
Question 11.14. In ZFC alone, is there a countable Tychonoff, uK-nontrivial space of 
weight wt ? 
In the above two questions ZFC stands for Zermelo-Fraenkel axiomatic system of set 
theory together with the Axiom of Choice. The space from Example 6.10 would be the 
required space for both questions under the Continuum Hypothesis CH, which is known 
to be consistent with ZFC, see [23]. 
It may be worth to mention that any example 2 as in Question 11.13 cannot be first 
countable. Indeed, assume that 2 is first countable. Then 2 is metric, being countable. 
From Theorem 9.7 it follows that 2 contains a closed subspace homeomorphic to Q. 
Therefore /c(Z) Z k(Q) = b (see [lo, Theorem 8.61). Since there exist models of ZFC 
where b > wi (the conjunction MA +l CH of Martin’s Axiom MA and the negation of 
4 We have been informed recently by Arab and Calbrix via an e-mail that they have resolved Question 11.12 
positively. 
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Continuum Hypothesis CH is consistent with ZFC [25], and MA +l CH implies b > w1 
(see, for example, [32] and [ 10, Section 5]), any ZFC example 2 as required in Question 
11.13 cannot be first countable. 
Recall that a space X is realcompact (often called R-compact) if it can be embedded 
into R’ as a closed subspace, and the smallest cardinal T with this property is denoted 
by q(X). Define g = min{q(X): X is uK-nontrivial realcompact space}. Since closed 
subspaces of R” are Tech-complete, from Lemma 4.3 it follows that g > w. On the other 
hand, the Frechtt-Urysohn fan S,, is UK-nontrivial (Theorem 3.2) and q(Sw,) 6 c, so 
(T < c. 
Question 11.15. Is cr = wt? 
Clearly the answer is “yes” under the Continuum Hypothesis CH. A closely related 
question was asked by Vitolo: 
Question 11.16. [Vitolo] Is Il?“’ UK-trivial? ’ 
It is easy to see that Question 11.16 is exactly opposite to Question 11.15. Vitolo 
noticed that a positive answer to Question 11.16 would imply UK-triviality of Q under 
the Continuum Hypothes CH thereby consistently answering Problem 11.2(ii). 
In connection with Example 6.13 it is natural to ask: 
Question 11.17. Is there a countable, Frechet-Urysohn, k,-space which has a UK- 
nontrivial Gs-subspace? 
It is unclear whether regularity is necessary in Theorem 3.3, even with “locally” 
omitted: 
Question 11.18. Is there a Hausdorff k,-space which is UK-nontrivial? 
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Remark added in proof 
As a result of an informal circulation of this manuscript among our colleagues and 
friends since August 1994 there has been a remarkable progress on some problems stated 
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above. First, Boualem All&he announced to the second author in his e-mail message of 
June 19, 1995 that he and Jean Calbrix together constructed an example of a hereditarily 
Baire UK-nontrivial separable metric space thereby answering Problem 11.6 positively. 
Furthermore, when this paper was ready to go to the printer (September 1995) the editor 
has kindly informed us via an e-mail message that Ahmed Bouziad and (apparently 
somewhat later) David Fremlin proved independently of each other that the space of 
rationals Q is uK-nontrivial. This answers positively Problems 11.1, 11.2(i) and Question 
11.3, and answers negatively Problem 11.2(ii). As was noted above, the negative answer 
to Problem 11.2(ii) implies a positive answer to Problem 11.5 and a consistent negative 
answer to Question 11.16. The positive answer to Problem 11.5 makes our Problem 
11.4 (which remains open) even more interesting. Finally, Ahmed Bouziad informed the 
second author by e-mail of September 16, 1995 that he answered positively Question 11.8 
and negatively both items of Question 11.7 (with an example which is not first countable). 
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